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Objective
• Based on my experience at the Penn Libraries, I will explore the 

landscape of Mapping and GIS services at higher education 
institutions, and the role and core competency of the GIS 
librarian in promoting spatial literacy on campus through 
presentation of several examples.
• The examples cover applications across various disciplines from 

the Social sciences, humanities, health sciences, and physical 
sciences.



Example Projects
• Penn Map Room/Map Table
• COVID Twitter Sentiment Dashboard
• Accessibility Mapping Project (Crowd Sourcing Web App)
• Mapping the Mughal Empire
• Miscellaneous consultation
• Land Suitability Analyses, Population Diversity Index, Water Pollution 

Externality, COVID vs Redlining, Philadelphia 1939 Social Base Map, Landuse 
crowd sourcing web app



Map Room/Map Table
• Collaborative mapping where people draw their lived experience and their 

own unique perspectives on a basic map. Then various layers of  civic data 
are projected on to it to gain further insight.
• The idea came about as the Price Lab for Digital Humanities and the Penn 

Program in Environmental Humanities were planning a a day long 
symposium on Community Mapping and Civic Data
• The objective of the event was to “stimulate thought and conversation 

about how humanists might approach data and mapping not as simply 
analytical representations of reality but as products that emerge from 
relationships of power and, simultaneously, as tools for imagination and 
storytelling.” 
• We were asked if we might consider hosting a map room activity 
• We drew inspiration from St. Louis Map Room 
• and spoke with the creator, Jer Thorp, from the Office for Creative Research 

(a New York based Non- Profit).

http://pricelab.sas.upenn.edu/
https://pricelab.sas.upenn.edu/events/community-mapping-and-civic-data?width=300px&height=300px&inline=true


St. Louis Map Room
Community mapping in action

“If mapping is a source of power, people can claim 
power by making maps of their community that 
reflect them as they are, or that communicate what 
they’d like them to be.”

“Interactive projections allowed viewers to overlay these 
community maps with census data, historic city-planning 
maps, live policing data, and more, to understand how 
the community has been shaped by acts of mapping.”

People draw their lived experience and their own 
unique perspectives on a basic analog map.

Image Credit: https://www.jerthorp.com/stlmaproom

Image Credit: https://www.jerthorp.com/stlmaproom



Map Room/Map Table

• We drew inspiration from St. Louis Map Room  
to develop something similar but that would 
be flexible for our purpose - a mobile map 
room that we plan to re-deploy over time 
around Philadelphia, across disciplines, and in 
a variety of contexts and locations.

• A truss rig, short throw projector, and table.

Designing process

https://penntrl.wordpress.com/2019/03/31/our-first-map-room-map-table/


Our First Map Room/Map Table Event

Image Credit: David Toccafondi

Image credit: Girmaye Misgna
Video credit: Paul Farber



Mapping disparity in Philadelphia Featured classroom story on PennToday

https://penntrl.wordpress.com/2019/08/13/mapping-disparity-in-philadelphia/
https://penntoday.upenn.edu/news/urban-renewal-today-tracking-struggles-americas-cities


Images Credit: Eric Sucar, University Communications

Currently integrated into an Urban History class curriculum



In collaboration with the Architectural 
Archives, School of Design, we did a map 
room event at the Free Library of 
Philadelphia as part of the Archives Month 
Philly event at the Central Branch.



COVID Twitter Sentiment Dashboard
• Penn Medicine Center for Digital Health and the World Well-Being 

Project
• Collects tweets about the coronavirus and plots their location across 

the country on a rapid build timeline.
• Between four million and five million coronavirus-related tweets a 

day and analyze them for positive or negative sentiment
• Maps changes in language about stress, anxiety, and overall 

sentiment of the pandemic; common topics people are discussing like 
health care, panic buying, politics, and economic concerns; COVID-19 
symptoms; and tweets per capita by state. 
• Helps physicians and health officials identify new hotspots for the 

virus and track how the pandemic is evolving. 
• Featured story on PennToday

https://penntoday.upenn.edu/news/maps-pandemics-and-reckoning-history


COVID Twitter Map

https://www.arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html


Accessibility Mapping Project
Crowd Sourcing Web App

• Graduate and Professional Student Assembly (GAPSA)
• Digital interface for mapping the emergence of physical and social 

barriers at Penn.
• The AMP uses crowdsourced data to illustrate both existing and 

desired features of access on campus in real-time.
• https://web.sas.upenn.edu/access-map/who-we-are/

https://web.sas.upenn.edu/access-map/who-we-are/


AMP Web App

http://web.sas.upenn.edu/access-map/accessibility-map/


Mapping the Mughal Empire
Penn Undergraduate Research Mentoring (PURM)

• Each year Penn supports undergraduate involvement in faculty 
research through the Penn Undergraduate Research Mentoring 
Program (PURM), which provides students completing their first or 
second undergraduate year the opportunity to spend a summer 
conducting research with a Penn faculty member. 
• PURM Digital Humanity project using Deep Mapping method
• Has components of what deep mapping does. It’s a huge temporal 

space. There are empires, language, migration, kinship, genealogy, 
and layers of experiences that have to be visualized and expressed 
through a diverse set of tools.
• Exemplifies collaboration: Research Data & Digital Scholarship Penn 

Libraries, South Asian Studies Subject Librarian, and PURM faculty
• Featured story on PennToday

https://penntoday.upenn.edu/news/mapping-mughal-empire


Mughal Empire Google Earth

https://earth.google.com/web/@25.83729688,66.21814317,-631.35366924a,7077556.81110263d,35y,0h,0t,0r/data=MicKJQojCiExTTR5S2NTWEdMbW50RkJNT0Rhbm9RWFFEX3IzR081TkI


Mughal Empire Story Map

https://storymaps.arcgis.com/stories/39ad992adda7470d99ba530f185d9919


Land Suitability Analyses
What is the potential to develop coffee production for 
export in the countries below?

ØMadagascar 
ØCongo
ØBolivia
ØPuerto Rico
ØMyanmar 
ØLaos



Key question: What is the potential to develop coffee production for export in the countries below?

Countries Madagascar Congo Bolivia Puerto Rico Myanmar Laos

Supply chain

Physical infrastructure to move coffee from field to port: 

-Roads

-Port locations and capabilities

-Export routes (most coffee will flow to European and US markets)

Production

Land availability (Actual agricultural area available for cultivation )

Land accesability

(Proximity to physical infrastructure to move from field to port (eg, road, towns)

Existing production (Where are existing coffee plantations in the region?)

Climate conditions 

Climate factors Topography Soil type Elevation

Rainfall Slope Depth 

Temperature Drainage

Weather data Texture

Light intensity pH

Cation exchange capacity

Organic matter

Total porosities

Erodibility



Steps and Data
• Roughly the problem can be broken down into the following objectives and steps:1.

v1. Objective 1: 
• Identify suitable coffee production sites in each country using the land-use, climate, topography, slope, elevation, soil 

criteria (criteria can also be weighed). Identify interactions between the criteria (example: what are the suitable 
factors for coffee growth in terms of the specified criteria). Slope < x, Soil = type x or PH < x, Land not urban or forest, 
elevation < x, precipitation and temperature in a certain range, etc.

• Steps: Use the suitability analysis tool and model builder in ArcGIS (detailed process modeling steps can be 
constructed).

• Data: Global land cover, climate (temperature, precipitation), elevation (DEM), slope (derive from DEM), soil cover

v2. Objective 2: 
• Calculate and rate the identified coffee production areas in terms of accessibility, size (production estimate), supply 

chain, export route, and other relevant factors. Close to a transportation road network, short distance to a port, etc.
• Steps: Use tools in ArcGIS to calculate the distance to roads and ports, and land area suitable for coffee production.
• Data: Roads network, Ports, supply chain and export route information.

v3. Objective 3: 
• Build a scorecard for each country based on the results of the above two steps and perform the evaluation.
• Steps: Use Multicriteria Evaluation tool in EXCEL or another platform to conduct the evaluation.
• Data: gather and collate values from outputs of the previous steps into a table.

v4. Verify results



Population Diversity Index Map
• A quantitative measure that reflects how 

many different types (such as species) there 
are in a dataset (a community), and 
simultaneously takes into account how 
evenly the basic entities (such as individuals) 
are distributed among those types. 
(Wikipedia)
• When used in a population-diversity-by-race 

context, the index Shows the likelihood that 
two persons, chosen at random from the 
same area, belong to different race or ethnic 
groups.
• Simpson’s Diversity index: Commonly used 

in biodiversity studies. Adapted here to 
measure population diversity by race.
• The value ranges from 0 to 1 and higher 

value represents greater diversity.



Race demographic data by county,  from Census Bureau

• B02001e2 (White) 
• B02001e3 (Black-AA) 
• B02001e4 (AI-AN)
• B02001e5 (Asian) 
• B02001e6 (HA-PA)
• B02001e7 (Other) 

https://www2.census.gov/geo/tiger/TIGER_DP/2013ACS/Metadata/County_and_Place_Metadata_2013.txt

https://www2.census.gov/geo/tiger/TIGER_DP/2013ACS/Metadata/County_and_Place_Metadata_2013.txt


Diversity Index Map



Historical Landuse Crowd Sourcing 
Application

• GIS project to collect global land use data in the past.
• The data will be entered by a number of different researchers spread 

across the world. 
• Historical Landuse crowd sourcing Web App

https://upenn.maps.arcgis.com/apps/CrowdsourceReporter/index.html?appid=7091cac13ee94c98b2760360f45bafe8


Philadelphia 1939 Social Base Map

• Digitized and Georectified 1939 Philadelphia base map.
• Social Base webmap

https://upenn.maps.arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html?useExisting=1&layers=b16a89fc163c4c23ba78e2b400030658


Water Pollution Externality
• Goal: To identify cities that are most likely to impose a water pollution 

externality on their downstream neighbors. 
• The overarching goal is to understand the determinants of wastewater 

treatment technology adoption in the mid-early 20th century. 
• Some cities had proper wastewater technology long before the 1972 Clean 

Water Act regulations ("proper", meaning, the technology imposed under the 
1972 CWA). Some cities did not. 
• Trying to understand why some cities adopted the technology; and others did 

not. 
• Hypothesis is that adoption of the proper technology has to do with pressure 

from downstream neighboring cities; 



City locations



Streams and Watershed boundaries



COVID vs Redlining

• Collaborating with Dr. Carmen Guerra, Penn Medicine
• Relationship between COVID-19 infections and the history of 

redlining.
• Systematic denial of various services by federal government and 

agencies by selective raising of prices. Affected high proportion of 
minority neighborhoods. Related to National Housing Act of 1934.
• Project to test the hypothesis that COVID-19 cases and death rates in 

Philadelphia has disproportionately affected redlined neighborhoods.
• variables on house holds below poverty level, house holds without 

vehicles, and households receiving food stamps.
• COVID Incident Map and Redlining

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Redlining
https://upenn.maps.arcgis.com/home/webmap/viewer.html?webmap=fc1c406f18534c5d821168ddc9a55bb7

